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NON-ARCHIMEDEAN FLAG DOMAINS
AND SEMISTABILITY I
Harm Voskuil
Introduction.
Let K be non-archimedean local field. Then K is a finite extension of Qp or
Fq((t)). Let K
◦ be the valuation ring of K. We consider a simply connected abso-
lutely almost simple linear algebraic group G defined over K◦. We always assume
that G(K) is not compact. For a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G the corresponding
projective homogeneous variety is denoted by X := G/P. The variety X cannot
always be defined over K◦. For convenience we will assume in the introduction
that it is defined over K◦.
Let L be an ample line bundle on X . Again we will assume in this introduction
that the embedding in a projective space determined by L is defined over K◦.
For each maximal K-split torus SK ⊂ G ⊗K◦ K we take the SK -linearization of
L⊗K◦ K obtained by restricting the unique G⊗K◦ K-linearization of L⊗K◦ K to
SK . In this paper we will study the analytic subspaces Y
s and Y ss of X ⊗K◦ K.
Here K denotes a complete non-archimedean field that contains the completion of
the separable algebraic closure of K and that is such that the additive valuation v
satisfies v(K∗) = R. We fix such a field K. The space Y s consists of the points in
X ⊗K◦ K that are stable for all maximal K-split tori SK ⊂ G ⊗K◦ K. Similarly,
Y ss consists of the points that are semistable for all maximal K-split tori.
Let B denote the affine building of G(K). We construct a G(K)-equivariant map
I, that associates to each point x ∈ Y ss a subset I(x) ⊂ B. We briefly describe
how the map I is defined. The subset I(x) ⊂ B contains the points z ∈ B such
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that x ∈ Y ssz . Here Y
ss
z ⊂ X ⊗K◦ K is the open analytical subset that consists
of the points x ∈ X ⊗K◦ K that are semistable in the reduction for all ”relevant”
maximal K-split tori. So for each point z ∈ B we need a reduction map. To define
this reduction map we use a K◦-module Vz ⊂ V ⊗K◦ K. Here V is the G-module
defined over K◦ that is determined by the (very) ample line bundle L, that is, L
gives an embedding of X into P(V ). We will make this sketch somewhat more
precise. Let us first describe, how one associates to each point z ∈ B a K◦-module
Vz ⊂ V ⊗K◦ K.
We take a maximal K◦-split torus S ⊂ G. Then SK := S ⊗K◦ K ⊂ G⊗K◦ K is
a maximal K-split torus. The apartment A ⊂ B that corresponds to S is identified
with X∗(S) ⊗ R. The action of S(K) on A is given by s · z = z + ν(s), where
z ∈ A and ν(s) for s ∈ S(K) is defined by < χ, ν(s) >= −v(χ(s)) for all χ ∈ X (S).
Here < , > is the perfect pairing between characters and one-parameter subgroups
extended to a pairing between X (S)⊗ R and X∗(S)⊗ R.
To each point z ∈ A, one associates a K◦-module Vz ⊂ V ⊗K◦ K. One puts
V0 := V ⊗K◦ K
◦ and if z = s · 0 with s ∈ S(K), then we put Vz := s · V0. Since
S(K◦) stabilises both the point z ∈ A and the module Vz, the module Vz does not
depend on the choice of the element s ∈ S(K) with z = s · 0. The stabiliser of Vz in
G(K) is Pz := s·G(K
◦)·s−1∩G(K). This is exactly the parahoric subgroup of G(K)
that stabilises the point z ∈ A. If z ∈ B is a point, then there exists an element
g ∈ G(K) and a point z′ ∈ A such that g(z′) = z. Then we take Vz := g(Vz′).
Since the stabiliser of Vz′ is the parahoric subgroup Pz′ , the K
◦-module Vz does
not depend on the choice of the pair g ∈ G(K) and z′ ∈ A.
For every point z ∈ B we have a unique K◦-module Vz ⊂ V ⊗K◦ K. This gives
for each point z ∈ B a unique reduction map ψz : P(V ⊗K◦ K) = P(Vz ⊗K◦ K) −→
P(Vz ⊗K◦ K). Here K denotes the residue field of K. For each point z ∈ B one now
defines an analytical subset Y ssz ⊂ X ⊗K◦ K. The subset Y
ss
z consists of the points
x ∈ X⊗K◦ K for which ψz(x) is semistable for all tori S⊗K◦ K, such that S ⊂ G is
a maximal K◦-split torus belonging to an apartment A that contains the point z.
We show that Y ss =
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz . Therefore I(x) := {z ∈ B | x ∈ Y
ss
z } is a non-
empty subset of the building. The subset I(x) ⊂ B is, in fact, convex. Moreover,
the subset I(x) is bounded if and only if x ∈ Y s.
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If the line bundle L is such that Y s = Y ss, then I(x) consists of a single point
for all points x ∈ Y ss. In particular, this is the case when G(K) = SLn(K) and
X⊗K◦ K = P
n−1
K . Then Y
s = Y ss is Drinfeld’s symmetric space. In this particular
case the map I coincides with the map defined by Drinfel’d in [D] §6.
If Y s = Y ss, then the quotient Y s/Γ is proper for a discrete co-compact subgroup
Γ ⊂ G(K) (See [PV] and [V.1]). If Y s 6= Y ss, then the quotient Y s/Γ is still
separated, but it is not proper anymore.
We use the map I to construct a compactification of Y s. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal
K◦-split torus and let χ ∈ X (S) be a character. We take the S-linearization of
L⊗n, n >> 0 that one obtains by translating the S-linearization of L⊗n, coming
from the G-linearization, by the character χ. For n >> 0 the thus obtained varieties
of stable and semistable points do not depend on the particular value of n.
Let Pχ ⊂ G(K) be the parabolic subgroup that is generated by the Borel sub-
groups B ⊂ G(K) that contain SK := S⊗K◦K and that are such that the character
χ is contained in the positive Weyl chamber belonging to B. All the maximal K-
split tori of G(K) that are contained in Pχ are conjugated in Pχ. Hence the
SK -linearization of L
⊗n⊗K◦ K, n >> 0 induces an S
′
K-linearization of L
⊗n⊗K◦ K
for every maximal K-split torus S′K ⊂ P
χ. Let Y sχ (resp. Y
ss
χ ) be the analytic
subvariety of X⊗K◦ K that consists of the points that are stable (resp. semistable)
for all maximal K-split tori S′K ⊂ P
χ for our linearization of L⊗n ⊗K◦ K, n >> 0.
Then Y s ⊆ Y sχ ⊆ Y
ss
χ ⊆ Y
ss.
There exist characters χ ∈ X (S) such that Y sχ = Y
ss
χ . Such a character χ gives a
compactification of Y s in the following sense. There exists a formal scheme Yχ over
spf(K◦) with generic fibre Y sχ and whose closed fibre consists of proper components
that correspond 1-1 to the vertices of the building B of G(K). The group G(K)
does not act on Y sχ nor on Yχ. However, the parabolic subgroup P
χ ⊂ G(K) does
act on both Y sχ and Yχ.
Our terminology differs a little bit from [PV] and [V.1]. We call Y s a non-
archimedean flag domain. In [V.1] one calls Y s a flag domain if and only if Y s/Γ
is proper. In [PV] such spaces were called symmetric spaces. However it seems
better to preserve the name symmetric spaces for those spaces Y s with automorphic
functions for Γ on it and such thatX = G/P with P maximal parabolic. The spaces
Y ss are called period domains in [Ra] and [RZ].
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From the point of view of rigid analytic uniformization the space Y ss itself is not
very useful, since a discrete co-compact subgroup Γ ⊂ G(K) does not act discretely
on Y ss if Y ss 6= Y s. However from a moduli perspective it is quite interesting. (See
[Ra], [To] and [RZ]).
The first three sections of this paper are a revision of the first three sections of
[V.2].
§1. Root systems, ample line bundles and semistability
1.1. In this section we collect some preliminaries from the litterature. We describe
the relative and absolute root system of G. The connection between dominant
weights and ample line bundles is described. Using this one can find the field over
which a non-archimedean flag domain can be defined. We also recall some criteria
with which one can determine whether a point is (semi-)stable. Our references for
the group theory quoted here are [Hu], [S] and [T.1].
1.2. The absolute root system. Let G be a simply connected absolutely almost
simple linear algebraic group defined over K◦. Let Ks denote the separable closure
of K and K◦s its ring of integers.
Let S ⊆ T ⊂ G be such that S ⊗K◦ K is a maximal K-split torus and T a
maximal torus defined over K◦. The torus T and the group G both split over Ks.
Let X (T ) be the character group of T . Let Φ be the absolute root system of G. We
choose a simple basis ∆ of Φ.
The Weyl group of Φ is denoted by W . The group W acts on X (T )⊗ R. After
choosing a W -invariant inner product on X (T )⊗R, the Weyl groupW is generated
by the reflections in the hyperplanes orthogonal to the simple roots α ∈ ∆. Let
NT and ZT be the normaliser and centraliser of the torus T in G. Then W ∼=
NT /ZT (Ks).
Let αj , j = 1, . . . , ℓ be the simple roots in ∆. Here ℓ:= dimKs(T ⊗K◦ Ks) is the
absolute rank of G. Let wj ∈W denote the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal
to αj.
The simple basis ∆ determines a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G. Let Φ+ denote the set of
positive roots for ∆. To each character α ∈ Φ belongs a T -stable additive subgroup
Uα ⊂ G on which T acts with character α. One has B =< T, Uα | α ∈ Φ
+ >.
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Let J ⊆ {1, . . . , ℓ} be a non-empty subset. The subgroup WJ ⊆ W is the group
generated by the reflections wj , j /∈ J . The parabolic subgroup PJ ⊇ B is the group
PJ := BWJB. Any parabolic subgroup of G is conjugated to exactly one of the
groups PJ .
1.3. The relative root system. We fix an ordering on X (S) and choose a
compatible ordering on X (T ). Let ∆0 denote the set of simple roots of G with
respect to T that vanish on S. The relative root system ΦK of G consists of the
roots of X (S). The relative Weyl groupWK acts on ΦK . One hasWK ∼= NS/ZS(K).
Here NS and ZS are the normaliser and centraliser of S in G.
The Galois group H := Gal(Ks/K) acts on X (T ), since T is split over Ks. For
any element h ∈ H the image h(∆) of ∆ is again a simple basis of Φ. Hence there
exists a unique element w ∈ W such that wh(∆) = ∆. We put h∗ := w ◦ h for
this element w ∈ W . We call this action of H on X (T ) the twisted action. Let
H∗ := {h∗|h ∈ H}. Then H∗ is a finite group acting on X (T ) that preserves the
simple basis ∆.
1.4. Ample line bundles. Every ample line bundle L on X := G/P is very
ample. So L determines an embedding X →֒ P(V ). Here P(V ) denotes the projec-
tivisation of a G-module V . The module V is irreducible if Char(K) = 0, whereas
if Char(K) > 0 this might not be the case. (See [J]). The G-module V is uniquely
determined by its highest weight λ. We will denote this G-module by Vλ.
Let (−,−) be a W -invariant inner product on X (T ) ⊗ R. The fundamental
weights ωi of our root system Φ are determined by 2(ωi, αj)/(αj, αj) = δij . The
ample line bundles L on X = G/PJ correspond to the modules Vλ with highest
weight λ =
∑
j∈J
njωj with nj > 0 for all j ∈ J .
Let Λr denote the root lattice, i.e. the sublattice of X (T ) generated by the roots
α ∈ Φ. In [T.2] theorems 3.3 and 7.2 the irreducible representations of G that are
defined over K are determined. From this one gets the linear representations of G.
Furthermore, these representations are defined over K◦.
For each λ ∈ Λr one has a representation ρλ of G into GL(⊕σ∈H∗Vσ(λ)) that is
defined over K◦. (If the weight λ is not contained in Λr one might need a skew field
D defined over K to define ρλ). For our purposes the representations ρλ, λ ∈ Λr
suffice.
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Note that ρλ is irreducible if Char(K) = 0, whereas if Char(K) = p > 0 this
might not be the case.
1.5. Fields of definition. For each weight λ =
∑
j∈J
njωj ∈ Λr we have a rep-
resentation of G defined over K◦. Let vλ ∈ ⊕σ∈H∗Vσ(λ) be a vector contained in
Vλ⊕ < 0 >, whose component in Vλ is a highest weight vector. The image Xλ
of the orbit G · vλ in P(⊕σ∈H∗Vσ(λ)) is isomorphic to G/PJ . We have a variety
X† ⊂ P(⊕σ∈H∗Vσ(λ)) defined over K
◦, whose connected components are Xσ(λ),
σ ∈ H∗. All the connected components of X† are isomorphic. The very amply line
bundle L† associated with this embedding restricts on each connected component
Xσ(λ) to the line bundle L belonging to the weight σ(λ).
For eachX = G/PJ defined overK
◦
s and ample line bundle L onX corresponding
to some weight λ ∈ Λr, one has a variety X
† and an ample line bundle L†, both
defined over K◦, such that one connected component of X† is isomorphic to X and
L†|X ∼= L.
Let L be a splitting field for G and let L◦ be the ring of integers of L. Then
the connected components of X† ⊗K◦ L
◦ are defined over L◦. Moreover, also the
restriction of L† ⊗K◦ L
◦ to a connected component of X† ⊗K◦ L
◦ is defined over
L◦. Any field that has these properties will be called a field of definition of the pair
(X,L). One can find a minimal field of definition of the pair (X,L).
1.6. (Semi)-stable points. Let L be an ample line bundle on X corresponding
to a weight λ, then L⊗n corresponds to the weight n · λ. For every weight λ one
can find an integer n > 0 such that n · λ ∈ Λr. Moreover, L and L
⊗n determine
the same sets of (semi-)stable points. So the assumption that λ ∈ Λr poses no real
restriction. We will from now on assume that both X and L are defined over L◦,
where L is some field of definition of the pair (X,L).
Let Xs(T,L) and Xss(T,L) denote the varieties consisting of the stable and the
semistable points, respectively, in X for the action of T ⊗K◦ L
◦ w.r.t. L. The
T ⊗K◦ L
◦ linearization is chosen to be the restriction of the unique G ⊗K◦ L
◦
linearization of L (or L†). These sets can be determined using the criteria given in
[MFK] Ch. 2 (See also [DH] 1.1.5).
Let L give an embedding of X into P(V ) for some G ⊗K◦ L
◦-module V := Vλ.
We have a decomposition V = ⊕V β , β ∈ X (T ) into eigenspaces V β on which
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T ⊗K◦ L
◦ acts with character β. Each V β has a free basis eβ1 , · · · , e
β
m(β), defined
over the ring of integers of some finite separable extension L′ ⊇ L. These bases
determine coordinates xβ,i for every x ∈ X ⊂ P(V ). We may assume that x
is normalised, i.e. |xβ,i| ≤ 1, ∀β, i and max |xβ,i| = 1. Then one defines the
polyhedron µ(x) ⊂ X (T ) ⊗ R as the convex hull of {β | ∃i |xβ,i| = 1}. We also
define a polyhedron µK(x) ⊂ X (T )⊗R as being the convex hull of {β | ∃i xβ,i 6= 0}.
One has for x ∈ X :
x ∈ Xs(T,L)⊗L◦ L ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ int µ(x)
x ∈ Xss(T,L)⊗L◦ L ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ µ(x)
x ∈ Xs(T,L)⊗L◦ L ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ int µK(x)
x ∈ Xss(T,L)⊗L◦ L ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ µK(x)
Here L denotes the residue field of L and x denotes the reduction of x. Part a)
of the proposition below is proved in [GS] and [FH]. Part b) was proved in [PV]
theorem 1.1:
1.7. Proposition. Let L be an ample line bundle on X = G/P corresponding to
the weight λ. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus, defined over K◦. Then one has:
a) For any point x ∈ X the vertices of µ(x) form a subset of the set {w(λ)|w ∈
W}. The edges of µ(x) are parallel to the roots α ∈ Φ.
b) Xs(T,L) = Xss(T,L) if and only if λ is not contained in a hyperplane
(through 0) spanned by roots.
1.8. Let S be a maximal K◦-split torus and let T ⊇ S be a maximal torus defined
over K◦. Let r : X (T ) −→ X (S) denote the restriction map. The varieties of (semi-
) stable points Xs(S,L) and Xss(S,L) for the torus S ⊗K◦ L
◦ can be described
using the polyhedron r(µ(x)) ⊂ X (S)⊗ R. Below we recall some results and their
proof from [V.1].
1.9. Proposition. Let L be an ample line bundle on X = G/P , corresponding to
the weight λ ∈ Λr and let S ⊆ T ⊂ G as before. Then one has:
a) For any point x ∈ X the vertices of r(µ(x)) form a subset of {r(w(λ))|w ∈
W}. The edges of r(µ(x)) are parallel to roots α ∈ ΦK .
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b) Xs(S,L) = Xss(S,L) if for all w ∈ W the weight r(w(λ)) is not contained
in a hyperplane (through 0) spanned by roots α ∈ ΦK.
c) Xs(S,L) 6= Xss(S,L) if λ is contained in a hyperplane V ⊂ X (T ) ⊗ R
spanned by roots α ∈ Φ and moreover there exists an element w ∈ W such
that r(w(V )) is contained in a hyperplane (spanned by roots β ∈ ΦK).
Proof. Since r maps Φ into ΦK ∪ {0}, part (a) of the proposition is clear. Further-
more (b) follows from (a).
To prove (c) one constructs for λ in a hyperplane V spanned by roots α ∈ Φ a
point x ∈ X such that µ(x) = V ∩ conv ({w(λ)|w ∈ W}). This has been done in
[PV] 1.4. Then one chooses an element w ∈ W such that r(w(V )) is contained in
a hyperplane in X (S) ⊗ R. Then 0 ∈ r(w(µ(x)) = r(µ(w(x))) ⊂ r(w(V )) and the
point w(x) is in Xss(S,L)−Xs(S,L). This proves (c).
1.10. In the theorem below we describe the projective homogeneous varieties on
which there exist ample line bundles, such that the notions of semistability and
stability coincide. For a proof based on a case by case study of the root systems
and proposition 1.9 above, we refer to [V.1]. As usual, we assume that G(K) is
non-compact.
1.11 Theorem. There exists an ample line bundle L on X = G/P such that
Xss(S,L) = Xs(S,L) if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) P = B and G is any group.
(2) P = PJ , J = {1, . . . , ℓ− 1} and G is a non-split group with absolute root
system Φ of type Cℓ. Here αℓ is the unique long root in the simple basis ∆.
(3) P = PJ and G = SLs+1(D) with g.c.d.(j ∈ J, s+1) = 1. Here D is a skew
field (of dimension d2) defined over K (we allow D = K) and the P{j} are
such that G/P{j} ∼= Gr(j, (s+ 1) · d).
§2. Equivariant maps to the apartment
2.1. We fix a group G, a projective homogeneous variety X = G/P and an ample
line bundle L onX corresponding to some weight λ ∈ Λr. We fix a field of definition
L for the pair (X,L) such that X and L are both defined over L◦. Let S ⊂ G be a
maximal K◦-split torus and let A be the apartment corresponding to S.
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By K we denote a complete non-archimedean field that contains the completion
of the separable closure of K and that is such that v(K∗) = R. Here v denotes
the additive valuation of K. We fix such a field K. Using such a large field K, has
the advantage that the torus S(K) acts transitively on the apartment A. In this
section we construct an S(K)-equivariant map IA : X
ss(S,L)⊗L◦ K −→ { convex
subsets of A }. The map IA will be studied in some detail. We also briefly discuss
the possibility of extending the map IA to all of X ⊗L◦ K.
First we recall the construction of the apartment A belonging to S and describe
the action of S(K) on A (See [La] Ch. 1 §1 and [T.3] 1.1-1.2).
2.2. The apartment. Let X∗(S) be the space of one-parameter subgroups (1-ps),
i.e. the dual of the character space X (S). The perfect pairing between characters
and 1-ps will be denoted by < −,− >. We extend it to a pairing between X (S)⊗R
and X∗(S)⊗ R.
One defines a map ν : S(K) −→ X∗(S) ⊗ R by < χ, ν(s) >= −v(χ(s)) for all
χ ∈ X (S). Here v is the additive valuation of K, normalized such that v(π) = 1
for a generator π of the maximal ideal of K◦. Hence v(K∗) = Z. We regard
X∗(S) ⊗ R as an affine space. The torus S acts on X∗(S) ⊗ R by translation, as
follows: s · z = z+ ν(s) for z ∈ X∗(S)⊗R. This gives a well-defined action of S(K)
on X∗(S) ⊗ R. Since v(K
∗) = R, the torus S(K) acts transitively on the points in
the affine space X∗(S)⊗ R.
To G and S belongs an affine root system Φaff . The affine roots are functions
α+ n : X∗(S)⊗R −→ R with α ∈ ΦK and n ∈ Γα. Here (α+ n)(z) = α(z) + n for
z ∈ X∗(S)⊗ R, where α(z) :=< α, z >. Furthermore Γα is the discrete group Z or
1
2
Z, depending on the particular affine root system Φaff and the root α.
The affine root system gives a simplicial decomposition of X∗(S) ⊗ R. The
maximal simplices or chambers are the closures of the connected components of
{z ∈ X∗(S) ⊗ R | ∀(β ∈ Φaff ) β(z) 6= 0}. The affine space X∗(S) ⊗ R endowed
with this simplicial decomposition is the apartment A for the torus S ⊗K◦ K.
2.3. Analytification of the varieties of (semi-) stable points. To each al-
gebraic variety corresponds a rigid analytic variety that has the same set of closed
points. (See [BGR] or [FP]). We denote the analytifications of Xs(S,L)⊗L◦ K and
Xss(S,L)⊗L◦ K by Y
s
A and Y
ss
A , respectively. For notational convenience we have
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dropped the line bundle from the notation (though these spaces do depend on L).
The subscript corresponds to the apartment A that belongs to S(K). From now
on we will also regard the projective algebraic variety X ⊗L◦ K as a rigid analytic
variety.
To each point z ∈ A, we want to associate an analytic subspace Y sz,A (resp.
Y ssz,A) of Y
s
A (resp. Y
ss
A ). One defines Y
s
0,A (resp. Y
ss
0,A) as being the completion of
Xs(S,L) ⊗L◦ K
◦ (resp. Xss(S,L) ⊗L◦ K
◦) along the closed fiber. Here K◦ is the
ring of integers of K. One has by construction:
Y s0,A(K) = X
s(S,L)(K◦)
Y ss0,A(K) = X
ss(S,L)(K◦) .
Let z ∈ A be a point and let s ∈ S(K) be such that z = s · 0. Then we define:
Y sz,A := s · Y
s
0,A = {s · x | x ∈ Y
s
0,A}
Y ssz,A := s · Y
ss
0,A = {s · x | x ∈ Y
ss
0,A} .
Since S(K◦) is the stabiliser in S(K) of both the point 0 ∈ A and of the subspaces
Y s0,A, Y
ss
0,A ⊂ Y
ss
A , the definitions of the spaces Y
s
z,A and Y
ss
z,A do not depend on the
choice of the element s ∈ S(K) such that z = s · 0. The spaces Y sz,A and Y
ss
z,A are
both quasi-compact, i.e. they are the union of finitely many affinoid subspaces.
Another way to define the spaces Y sz,A and Y
ss
z,A is as follows. To the point
0 ∈ A one associates the K◦-module V0 := V ⊗L◦ K
◦ ⊂ V ⊗L◦ K. For z ∈ A
one takes Vz := s · V0, where s ∈ S(K) is such that s · 0 = z. Since S(K
◦)
is the stabiliser of both the point 0 ∈ A and the module V0, the module Vz is
well-defined and unique. For each point z ∈ A we now have a reduction map
ψz : P(V ⊗L◦ K) = P(Vz ⊗K◦ K) −→ P(Vz ⊗K◦ K). Then Y
ss
z,A (resp. Y
s
z,A) consists
of the points x ∈ X⊗L◦K such that ψz(x) is semistable (resp. stable) for the action
of S ⊗K◦ K.
2.4. Proposition.
i) Y ssz,A ⊂ Y
ss
A and Y
s
z,A ⊂ Y
s
A.
ii) Y ssA =
⋃
z∈A
Y ssz,A.
iii) Y sA =
⋃
z∈A
Y sz,A if and only if Y
s
A = Y
ss
A .
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Proof. The first statement is obvious. So let us consider statement (ii).
Since Xss(S,L)/(S ⊗K◦ L
◦) is a projective algebraic variety, the map ψss :
S(K)×Y ss0,A −→ Y
ss
A , defined by ψ
ss(s, x) = s ·x, is surjective. From this statement
(ii) follows.
Statement (iii) follows from the fact that the map ψs : S(K) × Y s0,A −→ Y
s
A,
given by (s, x) −→ s · x, is surjective if and only if Y sA = Y
ss
A .
2.5. Definition. For x ∈ Y ssA we define the interval of S-semistability IA(x) as
follows:
IA(x) : = {z ∈ A | x ∈ Y
ss
z,A}
= {s−1 · 0 ∈ A | s · x ∈ Y ss0,A}
Note that IA(s · x) = s · IA(x) for all s ∈ S(K) and x ∈ Y
ss
A . Since Y
ss
A is the union
of the subspaces Y ssz,A, z ∈ A, the subset IA(x) ⊆ A is non-empty for all x ∈ Y
ss
A .
2.6. Proposition. Let x ∈ Y ssA be a point. Then:
a) IA(x) ⊆ A is convex.
b) IA(x) is bounded if and only if x ∈ Y
s
A.
c) IA(x) = {z} if and only if x ∈ Y
s
z,A.
Proof. Since IA(s · x) = s · IA(x) for s ∈ S(K), we may assume that 0 ∈ IA(x), i.e.
that x ∈ Y ss0,A. We assume that x ∈ Y
ss
0,A is normalised. Let the coordinates xβ,i be
as in 1.6 and let r : X (T ) −→ X (S) be the restriction map.
One has : s · x ∈ Y ss0,A if and only if |r(β)(s) · xβ,i| ≤ 1 ∀β, i. Indeed, this
follows from the fact that s preserves (the absolute value of) the S-invariants. So
if s ∈ S(K) is such that s · x ∈ Y ss0,A, then s satisfies:
− v(r(β)(s)) ≤ v(xβ,i) ∀ β, i s.t. xβ,i 6= 0 .
⇐⇒− v(r(β)(s)) ≤ min {v(xβ,i) | xβ,i 6= 0} ∀β s.t. ∃i with xβ,i 6= 0 .
Let VK(x) ⊂ X (T ) consist of the characters β ∈ X (T ) such that some coordinate
xβ,i 6= 0. For β ∈ VK(x) we put nβ := min {v(xβ,i) | xβ,i 6= 0}. Then z = s
−1 · 0 ∈
IA(x) if and only if the point z satisfies for all β ∈ VK(x):
< r(β), z >=< r(β), s−1 · 0 >=< r(β),−ν(s) >= v(r(β)(s)) ≥ −nβ .
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Therefore IA(x) ⊆ A is the intersection of a finite number of affine halfspaces
H(r(β), nβ) := {z ∈ A | < r(β), z >≥ −nβ}. In particular, IA(x) is convex. This
proves a).
Let χ ∈ X (S) ⊗ R. If χ =
∑
fβ · r(β) with fβ ∈ R≥0 and β ∈ VK(x), then
< χ, z >=
∑
fβ · < r(β), z >≥ −
∑
fβ ·nβ for all z ∈ IA(x). If χ is not contained
in F+x := {
∑
fβ · r(β) | fβ ∈ R≥0, β ∈ VK(x)}, then < χ, z > is not bounded
from below for z ∈ IA(x). Hence IA(x) is bounded if and only if F
+
x = X (S)⊗ R.
Furthermore, F+x = X (S) ⊗ R if and only if 0 is contained in the convex hull of
r(VK(x)). The convex hull of r(VK(x)) is r(µK(x)). Therefore IA(x) is bounded if
and only if x ∈ Y sA. This proves b).
The proof of c) resembles that of b) and is left to the reader.
2.7. Proposition. The interval of semistability IA(x) for x ∈ Y
ss
A is bounded by
hyperplanes parallel to walls. In particular, there exist nα(x) ∈ R ∪ {∞}, α ∈ ΦK
such that:
IA(x) = {z ∈ A | ∀(α ∈ ΦK) α(z) ≤ nα(x)} .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x ∈ Y ss0,A. Furthermore,
we may assume that 0 is not contained in a face of the polyhedron IA(x). We
normalise x such that max {|xβ,i| | β ∈ X (T )} = 1. Let V1(x,A) ⊂ X (S) ⊗ R be
the linear subspace spanned by the weights r(β), β ∈ X (T ) such that for some i
one has |xβ,i| = 1. From proposition 1.9 it follows that either V1(x,A) =< 0 > or
V1(x,A) is spanned by roots α ∈ ΦK .
If V1(x,A) = X (S) ⊗ R we are done. Indeed, then x ∈ Y
s
0,A and IA(x) = {0}.
Hence nα(x) = 0 for all α ∈ ΦK .
So let us assume that V1(x,A) 6= X (S)⊗R. Let S1 ⊂ S be the subtorus on which
all characters χ ∈ V1(x,A) ∩ X (S) vanish. Clearly, if s ∈ S(K) is such that s · x ∈
Y ss0,A, then s ∈ S1(K). Hence IA(z) ⊆ {z ∈ A | α(z) = 0 ∀(α ∈ V1(x,A) ∩ ΦK)}.
Let s ∈ S1(K) be such that s
−1 · 0 is in the interior of a codimension one face
of IA(x). Let F ⊆ X (S) ⊗ R be the linear subspace spanned by the r(β) such
that some |xβ,i(s · x)| = 1. Then by proposition 1.9 a) the space F is generated
by roots α ∈ ΦK . Moreover, dim (F ) = dim (V1(x,A)) + 1. Hence one can find a
root α ∈ F ∩ Φ that together with V1(x,A) spans F . The face of IA(x) containing
s−1 · 0 is the intersection of IA(x) with a hyperplane defined by α(z) = α(s
−1 · 0).
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Furthermore, IA(x) is either contained in the half space {z ∈ A| α(z) ≤ α(s
−1 ·0)}
or in the halfspace {z ∈ A| α(z) ≥ α(s−1 · 0)}. Since we can do this for any
codimension one face of IA(x), the proposition follows.
2.8. Remark. Note that IA(x) = A if and only if x ∈ Y
ss
A is a fixed point for
the action of S(K). Such a fixed point exists if and only if r(w(λ)) = 0 for some
w ∈W . In particular, this never occurs if G is split.
If none of the characters r(w(λ)), w ∈ W vanishes on S, then IA(x) ⊆ A has
always some codimension > 0.
2.9. Compactification of the apartment. In order to extend the map IA to
the unstable points of the analytic variety X ⊗L◦ K, we compactify the apartment
A. This is done by adding the spherical apartment A∞ to A (See [B] Ch. VI §9 or
[Ro] Ch. 9 §3). We briefly recall the construction.
A ray is a halfline starting at some point z ∈ A. Two rays are called parallel if
and only if they are translations of eachother. The points of the spherical apartment
A∞ are the equivalence classes that consist of parallel rays. The compactification
A of the apartment A consists of the union of A with A∞ with the usual topology.
One calls A∞ the spherical apartment at infinity.
As a representative of an equivalence class of rays, one can take the ray starting
at the point 0 ∈ A. Then one can identify A∞ with (X (S)∗ ⊗ R − {0})/ ∼. Here
the equivalence relation is given by δ1 ∼ δ2 if and only if there exists an n ∈ R>0
such that δ1 = n · δ2.
The spherical apartment A∞ has a simplicial structure. The simplices of A∞ are
given by the equivalence classes of rays such that the representative of the class that
starts at 0 ∈ A intersects a fixed simplex of A that contains 0 in a point different
from 0.
2.10. Definition. Let δ1, δ2 be two points in A∞. Then the points δ1 and δ2 are
called antipodal if the corresponding rays are opposite. This means that the rays
corresponding to the points δ1 and δ2 that start in the same point z ∈ A form a
line together. A subset F ⊂ A∞ is called semi-convex if it contains the line joining
any pair of points δ1 and δ2 in F , provided that the points are not antipodal.
The semi-convex hull of a subset F ⊂ A∞ is the smallest semi-convex subset of
A∞ that contains F .
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For a point x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K we put FA(x) := {δ ∈ X∗(S) | < χ, δ >≤ 0 for all χ ∈
r(µK(x)) }. By F˜A(x) we denote the image of FA(x) in A∞ ∼= (X (S)∗ ⊗ R −
{0})/R>0. Then we denote the semi-convex hull of F˜A(x) by ΛA(x). Note that
ΛA(x) depends very much on the line bundle L.
Now we can define a map IA : X ⊗L◦ K→ {subsets of A} as follows: IA(x) :=
IA(x) ∪ ΛA(x). Here we take IA(x) = ∅ for x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K− Y
ss
A .
2.11. Proposition. Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K be a point.
i) ΛA(x) = ∅ if and only if x ∈ Y
s
A.
ii) If x ∈ Y ssA then the points of ΛA(x) correspond to the rays that are contained
in IA(x).
Proof. This is clear from the definitions.
2.12. Remark. The proposition above shows that IA(x) is the closure of IA(x)
in A if x ∈ Y ssA . However, for the points x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K that are not contained in
Y ssA the map IA is not that good.
Indeed, there exists ample line bundles L and L′ on X such that Xss(S,L) =
Xss(S,L′). One easily sees that both line bundles determine the same interval of
S-semistability. However, if the weights λ and λ′ that correspond to L and L′ are
such that n · λ 6= m · λ′ for all n,m ∈ Z>0, then these line bundles give rise to
different maps IA. Indeed, then the maps differ on the unstable points. So the map
IA is not uniquely determined by the map IA.
§3 Equivariant maps to the building
3.1. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus and let A be the apartment that
corresponds to SK := S⊗K◦ K. Let Y
s :=
⋂
g∈G(K)
g(Y sA) and Y
ss :=
⋂
g∈G(K)
g(Y ssA ).
We will construct a G(K)-equivariant map I from Y ss to the set of convex
subsets of B. Here B is the Bruhat-Tits building of G(K).
To each point z ∈ B we associate some analytic subspaces Y sz , Y
ss
z ⊂ X ⊗L◦ K.
One proves that Y sz ⊂ Y
s and Y ssz ⊂ Y
ss. We show that Y ss =
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz . Then one
defines I(x) as being I(x) := {z ∈ B | x ∈ Y ssz }. We show that I(x) ⊂ B is convex.
Furthermore, I(x) is bounded if and only if x ∈ Y s. We also briefly discuss how to
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extend the map I to all of X ⊗L◦ K. Then the image is a subset of B. Here B is
the compactification of the affine building B obtained by adding as a boundary the
spherical building of G(K).
3.2. The Building. All maximal K-split tori S′K ⊂ G⊗K◦ K are conjugated. To
each maximal K-split torus gSKg
−1, g ∈ G(K), belongs an apartment g(A). Each
simplex σ ∈ A is stabilised by a parahoric subgroup Pσ ⊂ G(K). The simplex
g(σ), g ∈ G(K), is stabilised by Pg(σ) := gPσg
−1. A point z ∈ A is stabilised by
the parahoric subgroup Pz ⊂ G(K). Here Pz = Pσ, where σ ∈ A is the smallest
simplex that contains the point z.
On the points in the set of apartments g(A), g ∈ G(K) we define an equivalence
relation ∼. Let zi ∈ gi(A), i = 1, 2. Then z1 ∼ z2 if and only if there exists an
element g ∈ Pz1 such that z2 = g(z1) and g2(A) = g(g1(A)). Note that Pz1 = Pz2
if z1 ∼ z2. The affine building B is defined as B :=
⋃
g∈G(K)
g(A)/ ∼.
3.3. Definition. Let z′ ∈ A′. We can find an element g ∈ G(K) such that A′ =
g(A). We put z := g−1(z′) ∈ A. Then Y sz′,A′ := g(Y
s
z,A) and Y
ss
z′,A′ := g(Y
ss
z,A) .
We associate the following analytical subspaces of X ⊗L◦ K to a point z ∈ B:
Y sz :=
⋂
A′∋z
Y sz,A′ =
⋂
g∈Pz
g(Y sz,A′) .
Y ssz :=
⋂
A′∋z
Y ssz,A′ =
⋂
g∈Pz
g(Y ssz,A′) .
Here Pz ⊂ G(K) denotes the stabiliser of z ∈ B.
The spaces Y sz and Y
ss
z are defined using an infinite number of intersections.
However, it follows from proposition 3.4 below, that only a finite number of inter-
sections are needed. Therefore the spaces Y sz and Y
ss
z are quasi-compact, that is,
they are the union of a finite number of affinoids. In fact, if z ∈ A, then Y sz ⊆ Y
s
z,A
and Y ssz ⊆ Y
ss
z,A are open analytical subspaces.
As in 2.3 one can use K◦-submodules of V ⊗L◦ K to define the spaces Y
s
z and
Y ssz . Let us fix a maximal K
◦-split torus S ⊂ G and let A ⊂ B be the apartment
that belongs to S. We assume that we have for each point z ∈ A a K◦-module
Vz ⊂ V ⊗L◦ K defined as in 2.3. The stabiliser in G(K) of the K
◦-module Vz is
s · G(K◦) · s−1 ∩ G(K). Here s ∈ S(K) is such that z = s · 0. One verifies that
the stabiliser equals Pz, the parahoric subgroup of G(K) that stabilises the point
z ∈ A ⊂ B.
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For any point z ∈ B there exists an element g ∈ G(K) such that for some point
z′ ∈ A one has z = g(z′). Then one puts Vz := g(Vz′). Since the stabiliser in
G(K) of Vz equals the parahoric subgroup Pz ⊂ G(K), the K
◦-module Vz does not
depend on the pair g ∈ G(K) and z′ ∈ A such that z = g(z′). Therefore we have
for each point z ∈ B a unique K◦-module Vz ⊂ V ⊗L◦ K.
For each point z ∈ B, one has a reduction map ψz : P(V ⊗L◦ K) = P(Vz ⊗K◦
K) −→ P(Vz ⊗K◦ K). Then the space Y
ss
z (resp. Y
s
z ) consists of the points
x ∈ X⊗L◦ K, such that ψz(x) is semistable (resp. stable) for all tori S⊗K◦ K, such
that S ⊂ G is a maximal K◦-split torus corresponding to an apartment A ⊂ B that
contains the point z.
3.4. Proposition. Let z ∈ B be a point and let A,A′ ⊂ B be apartments that
contain the point z. If for some ε > 0 the intersection A∩A′ contains the ball with
center z and radius ε, then Y sz,A = Y
s
z,A′ and Y
ss
z,A = Y
ss
z,A′.
Proof. In the statement of the proposition, we have tacitly assumed, that we have
a notion of distance on the apartment. This distance is defined by choosing some
WK -invariant inner product on A.
Let us assume that a ball with center z and radius ε > 0 is contained in the
intersection A ∩ A′. Then for all 1-ps δ of S one has that δ(t) · z ∈ A ∩ A′, for |t|
sufficiently close (depending on δ) to 1. If g ∈ Pz is such that g(A) = A
′, then
δ(t) · g · δ(t)−1 ∈ s ·G(K◦) · s−1 for all 1-ps δ of S and for |t| sufficiently close to 1.
Here s ∈ S(K) is such that s · 0 = z.
Therefore the reduction g of g in s ·G · s−1⊗K◦ K◦ is contained in the centraliser
of S⊗K◦ K◦. Note that s ·G ·s
−1 is defined over K◦ in such a way that its reduction
is isomorphic with G ⊗K◦ K◦. Since the centraliser of the torus preserves both
the set of the stable points and the set of the semistable points, it follows that g
preserves both Y sz,A and Y
ss
z,A. This proves the proposition.
3.5. Definition. Let f1, . . . , fm be an L
◦-basis of the L◦-module Γ(X,L⊗d)S⊗K◦L
◦
,
consisting of the S ⊗K◦ L
◦-invariants. Here d is chosen in such a way that the ho-
mogeneous S ⊗K◦ L
◦-invariants of degree d generate ⊕n>0Γ(X,L
⊗dn)S⊗K◦L
◦
as a
L◦-algebra.
Let A1 = g1(A) and A2 = g2(A) be two different apartments, where g1, g2 ∈
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G(K). As in [PV] section 3.6, we define a function rA1,A2 : Y
ss
A2
−→ R as follows:
rA1,A2(x) = rg1(A),g2(A)(x) := max1≤i≤m{|g
∗
1fi(x)|}/ max1≤i≤m{|g
∗
2fi(x)|} .
This function has the following obvious properties:
a) rA1,A2(x) = rA2,A1(x)
−1, if x ∈ Y ssA1 ∩ Y
ss
A2
.
b) rg(A1),g(A2)(g(x)) = rA1,A2(x) for g ∈ G(K) and x ∈ Y
ss
A2
.
Below we will study the map rA1,A2 in more detail. We follow [PV] closely here.
3.6. Lemma. Let x ∈ Y ssz,A and assume that z ∈ A ∩ A
′. Then rA′,A(x) ≤ 1.
Proof. Since z is contained in A ∩ A′, there exists an element g ∈ Pz such that
A′ = g(A). Here Pz ⊂ G(K) is the stabiliser of z ∈ A. The lemma now follows
from the fact that Pz = s ·G(K
◦) ·s−1∩G(K), where s ∈ S(K) is such that s ·0 = z.
(See [PV] 3.6 property c).
3.7. Definition. For x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K we define the function r˜ : X ⊗L◦ K −→ R by:
r˜(x) =
{
0 if x /∈ Y ssA
inf {rgA,A(x) | g ∈ G(K)} if x ∈ Y
ss
A
3.8. Proposition. Let x ∈ Y ssA be a point. Then there exists an apartment A
′ ⊂ B
such that rA′,A(x) = r˜(x)
Proof. See [PV] 3.6, proof of property d).
3.9. Proposition. Let z ∈ A′ ⊂ B and let x ∈ Y ssz,A′. Then x ∈ Y
ss
z if and only if
rA′,A(x) = r˜(x) > 0.
Proof. We first prove that if r˜(x) = 0, then x /∈ Y ssz . If r˜(x) = 0 then by proposition
3.8 we can find an apartment A1 ⊂ B such that rA1,A(x) = 0. Hence x /∈ Y
ss
A1
. Now
we can find z1 ∈ A1 and an apartment A2 such that x ∈ Y
ss
z1,A2
. Since A1 = hA2 for
some h ∈ Pz1 we can construct h˜ ∈ Pz such that rh˜A2,A2(x) < ε. In particular we
may assume that 0 < r
h˜A2,A
(x) < rA′,A(x). Now x ∈ Y
ss
z2,h˜A2
for some z2 ∈ h˜A2.
Let A
′′
be such that z2, z ∈ A
′′
. Using lemma 3.6, one finds that rA′′ ,A(x) <
rA′,A(x). In particular, it follows that x /∈ Y
ss
z,A
′′ . Hence x /∈ Y ssz .
Now let us assume that r˜(x) > 0. Let A1 ⊂ B be an apartment such that
rA1,A(x) = r˜(x). Suppose x ∈ Y
ss
z1,A1
. Let A2 be an apartment containing both z
and z1. Using lemma 3.6, one finds rA2,A(x) = r˜(x) > 0. Again applying 3.6 gives
us: x ∈ Y ssz ⇐⇒ rA′,A(x) = r˜(x) > 0.
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3.10. Corollary. Let z ∈ B. Then Y ssz ⊂ Y
ss.
Proof. If x ∈ Y ssz then r˜(x) > 0 by proposition 3.9. Hence for all A
′ ⊂ B one has
x ∈ Y ssA′ . Thus x ∈ Y
ss.
3.11. Theorem. Y ss =
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz .
Proof. In the corollary above we have already shown that Y ssz ⊂ Y
ss. Therefore it
is sufficient to prove that Y ss ⊆
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz .
Let x ∈ Y ss be a point. Then there exists an apartment A′ ⊂ B such that
rA′,A(x) = r˜(x). Hence x ∈ Y
ss
z,A′ for some z ∈ A
′. Using proposition 3.9, one
concludes that x ∈ Y ssz . This proves the theorem.
3.12. Proposition. Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K. Then x ∈ Y
ss if and only if r˜(x) > 0.
Proof. Clear from proposition 3.9 and theorem 3.11.
3.13. Definition. For x ∈ Y ss one defines the interval of G(K)-semistability I(x)
as follows:
I(x) := {z ∈ B | x ∈ Y ssz } .
Since Y ssz =
⋂
A′∋z
Y ssz,A′ one has:
I(x) = {z ∈ B | ∀(A′ ∋ z) z ∈ IA′(x)} .
Note that IgA(x) = g(IA(g
−1(x))) for g ∈ G(K). Clearly, one has by construc-
tion that I(g(x)) = g(I(x)) for g ∈ G(K). It follows from theorem 3.11 above, that
I(x) is non-empty for any point x ∈ Y ss.
3.14. Theorem. Let x ∈ Y ss be a point. Then the following statements hold:
i) I(x) =
⋃
{IA′(x) | rA′,A(x) = r˜(x)}.
ii) If A′ ⊂ B is an apartment such that A′ ∩ I(x) 6= ∅, then IA′(x) = A
′ ∩ I(x).
iii) The interval of G(K)-semistability I(x) is convex.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definition of I(x) and
propositions 3.9 and 3.12.
Let us now consider the second statement. If z ∈ A′ ∩ I(x), then x ∈ Y ssz . In
particular, z ∈ IA′(x) and therefore A
′ ∩ I(x) ⊆ IA′(x). Moreover, rA′,A(x) =
r˜(x) > 0 and therefore IA′(x) ⊆ I(x). This proves the second statement.
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To prove the third statement, we consider two points z1, z2 ∈ I(x). If A
′ ⊂ B is
an apartment containing both z1 and z2, then IA′(x) ⊆ I(x). Now z1, z2 ∈ IA′(x)
and IA′(x) is convex. From this the third statement follows.
3.15. Theorem. Let x ∈ Y ss. Then x ∈ Y s if and only if I(x) is bounded.
Proof. We will first show that if I(x) is not bounded, then x /∈ Y s. So let us assume
that I(x) is not bounded. Let z ∈ I(x). We can find a sequence of points zi ∈ I(x)
such that the distance dist (z, zi) −→ ∞ if i −→ ∞. Let Ai ⊂ B be an apartment
containing both z and zi.
Then IAi(x) ⊆ I(x) and z, zi ∈ IAi(x). Let A ⊂ B be an apartment that
contains the point z. There exist elements hi ∈ Pz such that Ai = hiA. Since Pz is
compact, a subsequence of the sequence hi converges to an element h ∈ Pz. Clearly
IhA(x) ⊆ I(x) and IhA(x) is not bounded. Hence x /∈ Y
s
hA. So x /∈ Y
s. This proves
the “only if” part of the theorem.
Next we will show that if x ∈ Y ss − Y s, then the interval I(x) is not bounded.
Let x ∈ Y ss − Y s. There exists an apartment A˜ such that x ∈ Y ss
A˜
− Y s
A˜
. In
particular, there exists using lemma 3.17 below a 1-ps ǫ of the torus S˜ that belongs
to the apartment A˜ such that x /∈ Y s
gA˜
for all g ∈ P (ǫ). Let z be a point in I(x).
Then there exists an element g ∈ P (ǫ) such that z ∈ A′ := gA˜. Since x ∈ Y ss, we
have z ∈ Y ssA′ − Y
s
A′ . Furthermore, IA′(x) ⊆ I(x), since z ∈ A
′. Hence I(x) is not
bounded.
3.16. Definition. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus. For a 1-ps ǫ :
(K◦)∗ → S we define the parabolic subgroup P (ǫ) := < Uα(K), Z(K) | α ∈
Φ+K , < α, ǫ >≥ 0 >⊂ G(K).
Now we can state the following well-known lemma (See [MFK] appendix 2B, [K]
theorem 4.2 and [He] theorem 5.2). For completeness we supply a proof.
3.17. Lemma. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus and let A ⊂ B be the
apartment that belongs to S. Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K be a point. Then the following two
statements hold:
i) If x /∈ Y sA, then there exists a 1-ps ǫ of S such that x /∈ Y
s
gA for all g ∈ P (ǫ).
ii) If x /∈ Y ssA , then there exists a 1-ps ǫ of S such that x /∈ Y
ss
gA for all g ∈ P (ǫ).
Proof. We only prove statement (i) for a point x ∈ Y ssA − Y
s
A. The polyhedron
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r(µK(x)) contains 0, but 0 is not contained in its interior. Hence one can find a
1-ps ǫ of S such that < χ, ǫ >≤ 0 for all χ ∈ r(µK(x)) ⊂ X (S)⊗R. We claim that
this 1-ps satisfies statement (i) of the lemma.
The action of the additive groups Uα(K) ⊂ G(K) on the coordinates is given by:
uα(fα)
∗xβ,j = xβ,j+
∑
ν
aν,i(fα)xν,i, where r(ν) = r(β)−nα for some n ∈ Z≥0 (See
[Hu] proposition 27.2). Hence for an element g ∈ P (ǫ), one has that < χ, ǫ >≤ 0
for all χ ∈ r(µ(g−1(x))) and therefore x /∈ Y sgA. Hence x /∈ Y
s
gA for all g ∈ P (ǫ).
3.18. Proposition.
i) A point x ∈ Y ss is contained in Y sz if and only if I(x) = {z}.
ii) Y sz ⊂ Y
s.
iii) Y s =
⋃
z∈B
Y sz if and only if Y
s = Y ss.
Proof. A point x ∈ Y ss is in Y sz if and only if for all apartments A containing z,
one has IA(x) = {z}. This happens only when I(x) = {z}. This proves the first
statement.
Let x ∈ Y sz . Then I(x) = {z} and hence is bounded. By theorem 3.15 the point
x is in Y s. Therefore Y sz ⊂ Y
s. This proves the second statement.
The third statement of the proposition follows from theorem 3.11 and the fact
that if Y s 6= Y ss, then there exist points x ∈ Y s such that I(x) does not consist of
a single point.
3.19. Remark. Let F ⊂ B be a bounded subset. Let cc(F ) be the circumcenter
of F . The circumcenter of F is the center of the closed ball with minimal radius
that contains F . It is well-defined and unique (See [B] Ch. VI §4). This gives a
G(K)-equivariant map ψ : Y s −→ B, where ψ(x) := cc(I(x)). This map cannot be
extended to all of Y ss if Y ss 6= Y s. This clarifies somewhat property 3.12 in [Ra].
For a point z ∈ B the analytical subspace ψ−1(z) ⊂ Y s is not quasi-compact if
Y s 6= Y ss. If Y s = Y ss, then ψ−1(z) = Y sz and therefore is quasi-compact. In [PV]
and [V.1] it is shown that if Y s = Y ss, then the quotient Y s/Γ is a proper rigid
analytic variety for all discrete co-compact subgroups Γ ⊂ G(K).
3.20. Remark. One can define an interval of semistability for suitable subcom-
plexes F ⊆ B. Let F ⊆ B be a subcomplex that satisfies the following conditions:
i) F is convex.
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ii) F =
⋃
{A ⊂ B | A ⊆ F}.
One puts Y sF :=
⋂
A⊆F
Y sA and Y
ss
F :=
⋂
A⊆F
Y ssA . Furthermore, for a point z ∈ F
one takes Y sz,F :=
⋂
A∋z, A⊆F
Y sz,A and Y
ss
z,F :=
⋂
A∋z, A⊆F
Y ssz,A. Then Y
ss
F =
⋃
z∈F
Y ssz,F
holds. Therefore one can define an interval of F -semistability IF (x) for x ∈ Y
ss
F as
IF (x) := {z ∈ F | x ∈ Y
ss
z,F}. Then IF (x) is non-empty and convex for x ∈ Y
ss
F .
Moreover, IF (x) is bounded if and only if x ∈ Y
s
F . The proofs given above for the
case F = B remain valid, mutatis mutandis.
3.21. Compactification of the building. In order to extend the map I to the
points of X ⊗L◦ K that are not contained in Y
ss, we compactify the building B.
This is done by adding the spherical building B∞ to B (See [B] Ch. VI §9 or [Ro]
Ch. 9 §3). Let us briefly recall the construction.
Let S be a maximal K◦-split torus of G. Then S determines an apartment
A ⊂ B and a spherical apartment A∞ ⊂ B∞. We identify A∞ with (X∗(S) ⊗ R−
{0})/R>0. To a point δ ∈ A∞, we associate the parabolic subgroup P (δ) := <
Z(K), Uα(K) | α ∈ ΦK , < α, δ >≥ 0 > of G(K). Here Z denotes the centraliser
of S in G.
On the set of spherical apartments g(A∞), g ∈ G(K) one defines an equivalence
relation as follows. Let δi ∈ gi(A∞), i = 1, 2. Then δ1 ∼ δ2 if and only if there
exists an element g ∈ P (δ1) such that δ2 = g · δ1 · g
−1. Note that P (δ1) = P (δ2) if
δ1 ∼ δ2.
Now the spherical building at infinity is defined as B∞ :=
⋃
g∈G(K)
g(A∞)/ ∼. The
compactification B of B is obtained by adding B∞ as a boundary to B.
3.22. Definition. Two points δ1, δ2 ∈ B∞ are called antipodal if there exists a
spherical apartment containing both points and such that δ1 and δ2 are antipodal
inside this apartment. A subset F ⊂ B∞ is called semi-convex if it contains the
line joining any pair of points in F that are not antipodal. The semi-convex hull of
a subset F ⊂ B∞ is the smallest semi-convex subset of B∞ that contains F .
For a point x ∈ X⊗L◦ K we let F˜ (x) denote the image of
⋃
g∈G(K)
F˜g(A)(x) in B∞.
We define Λ(x) as being the semi-convex hull of F˜ (x). The map I : X ⊗L◦ K →
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{subsets of B} is defined as follows:
I(x) := I(x) ∪ Λ(x).
Here we take I(x) := ∅ for points x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K− Y
ss.
3.23. Proposition. Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K be a point. Then:
i) Λ(x) =
⋃
A⊂B
ΛA(x).
ii) Λ(x) = ∅ if and only if x ∈ Y s.
iii) If x ∈ Y ss, then the points of Λ(x) correspond to the rays that are contained
in I(x).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of proposition 2.11.
3.24. Remark. The proposition above shows that I(x) is the closure in B of I(x)
for points x ∈ Y ss. However, the map I is in general not uniquely determined by
the map I (See remark 2.12).
§4 Variation of line bundles
4.1. We study how the interval of semistability varies, when we change the line
bundle L. Our results in this case are direct translations of well-known results
about variation of semistable points (See [DH] and [BP]).
4.2. Equivalence classes of ample line bundles. We call two ample line
bundels L and L′ equivalent if they determine the same variety of semistable points,
that is, if Xss(S,L) = Xss(S,L′). If two line bundles are equivalent, then they also
determine the same set of stable points.
Let X = G/PJ with J ⊆ {1, . . . , ℓ} a non-empty subset. Then the ample line
L on X corresponds to a unique weight λ =
∑
j∈J
nj · ωj , with all nj > 0 (See 1.4).
The equivalence class of the line bundle L that corresponds to λ will be denoted
by [λ]. The ample line bundles that correspond to the weights n · λ with n ∈ Z>0
are all in the equivalence class [λ].
By C(X) ⊂ X (T )⊗Q we denote the cone
∑
j∈J
nj ·ωj , where the nj are contained in
Q>0. For an element λ ∈ C(X) the equivalence class [λ] will mean the equivalence
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class of the line bundle corresponding to the weight n · λ, where n ∈ Z>0 is such
that n · λ ∈ X (T ). The equivalence classes of ample line bundles on X give a finite
decomposition of C(X). Indeed, it follows from propositions 1.7 and 1.9 that the
equivalence class [λ] is entirely determined by the set of hyperplanes spanned by
roots that contain the weight λ.
In the remainder of this section we will write Xs(S, [λ]) and Xss(S, [λ]) instead
of Xs(S,L) and Xss(S,L). Here λ is the weight that corresponds to the line bundle
L. Furthermore we will write µ(x, λ) for the polyhedron µ(x) ⊂ X (T )⊗ R that is
determined by the line bundle L corresponding to the weight λ and a point x ∈ X .
The following proposition and its corollary are well-known:
4.3. Proposition. Let λ ∈ C(X) ⊂ X (T ) ⊗ Q. Let B(λ, ε) ⊂ X (T ) ⊗ R be the
ball with centre λ and radius ε. Then the following statements hold:
i) If x ∈ Xs(S, [λ]), then there exists an ε > 0 such that x ∈ Xs(S, [λ′]) for
all λ′ ∈ B(λ, ε) ∩ C(X).
ii) If x /∈ Xss(S, [λ]), then there exists an ε > 0 such that x /∈ Xss(S, [λ′]) for
all λ′ ∈ B(λ, ε) ∩ C(X).
Proof. We may assume that λ ∈ X (T ). The point x is in Xs(S, [λ]) if and only
if 0 is in the interior of the polyhedron r(µ(x, λ)). The polyhedron r(µ(x, λ)) is
the convex hull of the weights r(w(λ)) such that |xw(λ)| = 1. Now the polyhedron
r(µ(x, λ′)) is the convex hull of the weights r(w(λ′)), where the elements w ∈ W
occurring are the same as above. Hence if the difference between λ and λ′ is very
small, then the point 0 is still in the interior of r(µ(x, λ′)). This proves (i).
The proof of part (ii) is similar. Now one uses the fact that a point x is not in
Xss(S, [λ]) if and only if 0 is not contained in the polyhedron r(µ(x, λ)). We leave
the details to the reader.
4.4. Corollary. Let λ ∈ C(X) ⊂ X (T ) ⊗ Q. Then there exists an ε ∈ R>0 such
that for all λ′ ∈ B(λ, ε) ∩ C(X) the following two statements hold:
i) Xs(S, [λ]) ⊆ Xs(S, [λ′])
ii) Xss(S, [λ]) ⊇ Xss(S, [λ′])
Proof. This follows immediately from proposition 4.3 above and the fact that only
a finite number of different polyhedra r(µ(x, λ)) can occur (See also [DH] lemma
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4.2.1).
4.5. Definition. On the set of equivalence classes of ample line bundles we put a
partial ordering, which we denote by .
We write [λ′]  [λ] if Xss(S, [λ′]) ⊇ Xss(S, [λ]). It follows from corollary 4.4
above that [λ′]  [λ] if and only if the area corresponding to [λ′] in C(X) is in the
closure of the area that corresponds to [λ].
Till the end of this section we will write Y ss([λ]) instead of Y ss, if the line bundle
L used to define Y ss is in the equivalence class [λ]. Similarly we write IA(x, [λ])
and I(x, [λ]) instead of IA(x) and I(x).
4.6. Proposition. Let x ∈ Y ss([λ]) and let [λ′]  [λ]. Then one has:
i) IA(x, [λ]) ⊆ IA(x, [λ
′])
ii) I(x, [λ]) ⊆ I(x, [λ′])
Proof. Statement (i) follows directly from the definitions. Statement (ii) follows
if one applies statement (i) to all apartments A ⊂ B such that the intersection
A ∩ I(x, [λ′]) is not empty.
4.7. Theorem. Let C(X, x) ⊆ C(X) denote the set of λ ∈ C(X) such that
x ∈ Y ss([λ]). Then
⋃
λ∈C(X,x)
I(x, [λ]) is a connected subset of the building B.
Proof. This follows directly from the fact that C(X, x) is convex and proposition
4.6(ii) above.
4.8. Variation of homogeneous varieties. LetX := G/PJ , ∅ 6= J ⊆ {1, . . . , ℓ}.
Let us assume that ♯J > 1. Let J ′ ⊂ J, J ′ 6= ∅, J . We have a projection map
πJ ′ : X −→ XJ ′ := G/PJ ′ .
Let L be an ample line bundle on XJ ′ . Then L corresponds to a weight λ =∑
j∈J ′
nj · ωj , nj > 0. The line bundle π
∗
J ′L on X is not ample, but it is generated
by global sections. It corresponds to the same weight λ as L does.
Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus. By Xss(S, [λ]) and Xs(S, [λ]) we will
denote the varieties π−1J ′ (X
ss
J ′ (S, [λ])) and π
−1
J ′ (X
s
J ′(S, [λ])), respectively. These are
the varieties of the points in X that are semistable and stable, respectively, for the
action of S w.r.t. the line bundle π∗J ′L.
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One now defines the analytic subvarieties Y ss([λ]) and Y s([λ]) of X ⊗L◦ K that
consist of the points that are semistable and stable, respectively, for all maximal K-
split tori inG⊗K◦K. We will also denote the map πJ ′⊗L◦K : X⊗L◦K −→ XJ ′⊗L◦
K by πJ ′ . One has πJ ′(Y
ss([λ])) = Y ss(J ′, [λ]) and πJ ′(Y
s([λ])) = Y s(J ′, [λ]). Here
Y ss(J ′, [λ]) and Y s(J ′, [λ]) are the subspaces consisting of the points in XJ ′ ⊗L◦ K
that are semistable and stable, respectively, for all maximal K-split tori w.r.t. the
line bundle L. For x ∈ Y ss([λ]) one has also an interval of G(K)-semistability,
defined by I(x, [λ]) := I(πJ ′(x), [λ]).
Let C(X) ⊂ X (T )⊗Q consist of the elements
∑
j∈J
nj · ωj with all nj ∈ Q≥0 and
with at least one nj 6= 0. One verifies that all the results obtained above for ample
line bundles (corresponding to weights λ ∈ C(X)) remain valid for line bundles on
X that correspond to weights λ ∈ C(X).
4.9. Example. Let G be the split symplectic group Sp4 and let X = G/B, where
B ⊂ G is a Borel subgroup. Let P1 and P2 be non-isomorphic maximal parabolic
subgroups of G. Then X1 := G/P1 ∼= P
3 and X2 := G/P2 is given by a quadratic
equation in P4. Let πi : X −→ Xi, i = 1, 2 be the projection maps. All ample line
bundles on X, X1 and X2 are in the single equivalence class [ω1 + ω2], [ω1] and
[ω2], respectively. Here ω1 and ω2 are the fundamental weights that correspond to
the maximal parabolic subgroups P1 and P2, respectively.
One verifies that Xss(S, [ω1 + ω2]) = X
s(S, [ω1 + ω2]). Furthermore, we have
Xss(S, [ω1 + ω2]) = X
ss(S, [ω1]) ∩X
ss(S, [ω2]). Therefore the interval of semista-
bility I(x, [ω1 + ω2]) equals the intersection I(x, [ω1]) ∩ I(x, [ω2]) for points x ∈
Y ss([ω1+ω2]). Moreover, this intersection consists of a single point, since Y
s([ω1+
ω2]) = Y
ss([ω1 + ω2]).
4.10. Example. Let f(x, y) be a non-degenerate quadratic form in three variables
that is defined over K◦. Let L ⊃ K be a separable quadratic extension and let τ
be the generator of Gal(L/K). Then f(x, τ(y)) is a non-degenerate unitary form.
Let G be the unitary group that preserves the form f(x, τ(y)) (considered as a
group defined over K◦). Then G⊗K◦ L
◦ ∼= SL3.
Let X := G/B, X1 := G/P1 ∼= P
◦
L◦ and X2 := G/P2
∼= P2L◦ . Here B ⊂ G
is a Borel subgroup and P1, P2 ⊂ G are maximal parabolic subgroups. Let ω1
and ω2 be the fundamental weights that correspond to the two maximal parabolic
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subgroups P1 and P2, respectively. The ample line bundles on X, X1 and X2 are
all in the equivalence class [ω1 + ω2], [ω1] and [ω2], respectively.
In this situation we have as in the previous example that:
Y ss([ω1 + ω2]) = Y
s([ω1 + ω2]) = Y
ss([ω1]) ∩ Y
ss([ω2]).
Therefore I(x, [ω1 + ω2]) = I(x, [ω1]) ∩ I(x, [ω2]) for points x ∈ Y
ss([ω1 + ω2]).
Again this intersection consists of a single point.
The variety X = G/B ⊂ G/P1 × G/P2 ∼= P
2 × P2 is given by the equation
f(x, y) = 0. Here x and y are in the first and second P2, respectively. An element
g ∈ SU3(L) acts on P
2
L × P
2
L as (g, τ(g)). Let τ˜ ∈ Gal(Ks/K) be an element such
that τ˜ |L = τ .
Let x, y ∈ X1(Ks) ∼= P
2
L(Ks) be points that are semistable for all maximal
K-split tori of G ⊗K◦ K. Then (x, τ˜(y)) ∈ X(Ks) if and only if f(x, τ˜(y)) = 0.
So it follows from f(x, τ˜(y)) = 0 that I1(x) ∩ I2(τ˜(y)) consists of a single point.
Here I1 and I2 are the intervals of semistability for the flag domains in X1 and
X2, respectively. Since g ∈ SU3(L) acts on X1 as g and on X2 as τ(g), one has
I2(τ˜(y)) = I1(y). It therefore follows from f(x, τ˜(y)) = 0, that I1(x)∩I1(y) consists
of a single point (See also [LV] proposition 4.7).
§5 Compactification
5.1. Let P ⊂ G(K) be a parabolic subgroup. We call a maximal K-split torus
SK ⊂ G ⊗K◦ K a P -torus if SK(K) is contained in P . An apartment A ⊂ B is
called a P -apartment if the corresponding maximal K-split torus is a P -torus.
In this section we use the same notation as in §§1-3. In particular, we again fix
an ample line bundle L on the projective variety X . We also fix again a field of
definition for the pair (X,L), which we denote by L.
The spaces Y s and Y ss consist of the points that are stable and semistable,
respectively, for all maximal K-split tori in G ⊗K◦ K. However, it is sufficient to
take the points in X ⊗L◦ K that are stable and semistable, respectively, for all
maximal K-split B-tori for some fixed Borel subgroup B ⊂ G(K) to obtain these
spaces. This enables us to construct a B-equivariant compactification of Y s.
Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus and let χ ∈ X (S) be a character. Let
Pχ ⊂ G(K) be the parabolic subgroup that stabilises the character χ. We translate
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the usual S⊗K◦L
◦-linearization of L⊗n, n >> 0 by the character χ. Let Y sχ and Y
ss
χ
be the subspaces ofX⊗L◦K that consist of the points that are stable and semistable,
respectively for all maximal K-split Pχ-tori. Then Y s ⊆ Y sχ ⊆ Y
ss
χ ⊆ Y
ss. There
exist characters χ ∈ X (S) such that Y sχ = Y
ss
χ . Then Y
s
χ is a P
χ-equivariant
compactification of Y s.
We first show in propositions 5.2 and 5.3 below, that it suffices to use only B-
apartments to define the analytic spaces Y ss, Y s, Y ssz and Y
s
z . Here B ⊂ G(K) is a
Borel subgroup. Then we define and study the spaces Y ssχ and Y
s
χ , where χ ∈ X (S)
is a character. Our methods here are very similar to those used in §2 and §3 to
study the spaces Y ss and Y s. In particular, we will also define and use an interval
of semistability for these spaces.
5.2. Proposition. Let B ⊂ G(K) be a Borel subgroup and let A ⊂ B be a B-
apartment. Then the following holds:
i) Y s =
⋂
g∈B
g(Y sA).
ii) Y ss =
⋂
g∈B
g(Y ssA ).
Proof. The proofs are in both cases very similar. Therefore we only prove case (i).
Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K − Y
s be a point. Then there exists an apartment A′ ∈ B, such
that x /∈ Y sA′ . Let S
′
K be the maximal K-split torus of G⊗K◦ K that corresponds
to A′.
By lemma 3.17(i), there exists a 1-ps ǫ of S′K such that x /∈ g(Y
s
A′) for all
g ∈ P (ǫ). The parabolic subgroup P (ǫ) and B have at least one maximal K-split
torus in common. For this maximal K-split torus the point x is not in the set
of stable points. Hence x /∈
⋂
g∈B
g(Y sA) and Y
s ⊆
⋂
g∈B
g(Y sA). Since the reverse
inclusion is trivial, statement (i) of the proposition is true.
5.3. Proposition. Let B ⊂ G(K) be a Borel subgroup and let A ⊂ B be a B-
apartment. Let z ∈ A be a point. Then the following holds:
i) Y sz =
⋂
g∈Pz∩B
g(Y sz,A).
ii) Y ssz =
⋂
g∈Pz∩B
g(Y ssz,A).
Proof. The proofs are in both cases very similar. Therefore we only prove case (i).
Let x ∈ X ⊗L◦ K − Y
s
z be a point. Then there exists an apartment A
′ ∈ B that
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contains the point z, such that x /∈ Y sz,A′ . Let S
′
K be the maximal K-split torus of
G⊗K◦ K that corresponds to A
′.
We may assume that 0 ∈ A′. Let s ∈ S′K(K) be such that z = s · 0. Since
x /∈ Y sz,A′ , there exists a 1-ps δ of S
′
K such that < χ, δ >≤ 0 for all χ ∈ r(µ(s
−1 ·x)).
Then δ(t) · x /∈ Y sz,A′ for ε < |t| ≤ 1, where ε ∈ R>0 is sufficiently close to 1.
Therefore x /∈ Y sz′,A′ , where z
′ = δ(t)−1 · z and ε < |t| ≤ 1. We fix a point z′ 6= z
as above, such that there exists a simplex σ ∈ A′ containing both z and z′. There
exists a B-apartment A′′ that contains the simplex σ. Without loss of generality
we may assume that A = A′′. Let g ∈ Pσ be such that g(A
′) = A.
Let t0 ∈ K
∗ be such that δ(t0)
−1 · z = z′. Since δ(t)−1 · z ∈ A′ ∩ g(A′) for
|t0| ≤ |t| ≤ 1, the element δ(t) · g · δ(t)
−1 is contained in s · G(K◦) · s−1, where
s ∈ S′(K) is such that s · 0 = z.
Therefore the reduction g of g ∈ s ·G(K◦) · s−1 commutes with the 1-ps δ⊗K◦ K
of S′ ⊗K◦ K. As a consequence < χ, δ >≤ 0 for all χ ∈ r(µ(s
−1 · g−1(x))). In
particular, x /∈ Y sz,g(A′) = Y
s
z,A. Therefore Y
s
z ⊆
⋂
g∈Pz∩B
g(Y sz,A). Since the other
inclusion is obvious, this proves part (i) of the proposition.
5.4. Definition. Let S ⊂ G be a maximal K◦-split torus. Let n ∈ Z>0 and let
χ ∈ X (S). We consider the S⊗K◦ L
◦-linearization of the line bundle L⊗n obtained
by translating the usual S ⊗K◦ L
◦-linearization by the character χ. Let T ⊇ S
be a maximal torus in G that is defined over K◦. Then the linearization is such
that S ⊗K◦ L
◦ acts on the eigenspaces V β ⊆ Vn·λ, β ∈ X (T ) for the usual action
of T ⊗K◦ L
◦ (coming form the G ⊗K◦ L
◦ action) on Vn·λ = ⊕β∈X (T )V
β with the
character r(β) + χ.
The thus determined varieties of stable and semistable points in X will be de-
noted by Xs(S,L, χ/n) and Xss(S,L, χ/n), respectively. A point x ∈ X is in
Xss(S,L, χ/n) if and only if −χ/n is in r(µ(x)). Moreover the point x is stable if
and only if −χ/n is in the interior of r(µ(x)).
We will always assume that the integer n > 0 is large enough. To be more
precise, we assume that n > 0 is such that the following two conditions hold:
i) Xss(S,L, χ/n) ⊆ Xss(S,L).
ii) For all m ∈ Z such that m ≥ n one has Xss(S,L, χ/m) = Xss(S,L, χ/n).
Applying corollary 4.4(ii) to this situation, one verifies that for any character χ ∈
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X (S) there exists an integer n > 0 such that the two conditions above are satisfied.
With this restriction, our S ⊗K◦ L
◦-linearization of the line bundle L⊗n is such
that Xss(S,L, χ/n) only depends on the character χ and not on the value of n >>
0. In particular, if the line bundle L is such that Xs(S,L) = Xss(S,L), then
Xss(S,L, χ/n) = Xss(S,L) for n >> 0.
Let A ⊂ B be the apartment that corresponds to the torus S. We write Y ssA,χ
and Y sA,χ for the analytic spaces that correspond to X
ss(S,L, χ/n) ⊗L◦ K and
Xs(S,L, χ/n) ⊗L◦ K, respectively. Similarly, we write Y
ss
z,A,χ and Y
s
z,A,χ for the
spaces that are the analogs in this situation of Y ssz,A and Y
s
z,A.
5.5. Lemma. Let χ ∈ X (S) and let z ∈ A. Then the following holds:
i) Xs(S,L) ⊆ Xs(S,L, χ/n) ⊆ Xss(S,L, χ/n) ⊆ Xss(S,L, χ/n) and all in-
clusions are Zariski open.
ii) Y sz,A ⊆ Y
s
z,A,χ ⊆ Y
ss
z,A,χ ⊆ Y
ss
z,A and all inclusions are open.
iii) Y sA ⊆ Y
s
A,χ ⊆ Y
ss
A,χ ⊆ Y
ss
A .
iv) Y ssA,χ =
⋃
z∈A
Y ssz,A,χ.
Proof. The second inclusion in statement (i) is obvious. Moreover the third in-
clusion follows from our assumptions. The first inclusion again follows from the
assumption that Xss(S,L, χ/n) ⊆ Xss(S,L). Indeed, this is the analog in our situ-
ation of corollary 4.4(i). The openness of the inclusions is clear from the definitions.
Statements (ii) and (iii) follow from (i).
The fourth statement of the proposition follows from the fact that the quotient
Xss(S,L, χ/n)/(S ⊗K◦ L
◦) is projective (See also prop. 2.4).
5.6. Definition. For x ∈ Y ssA we put nA(x, χ) := sup {< χ, z > | z ∈ IA(x)}. We
also define an interval of semistability for x ∈ Y ssA,χ as being the subset IA(x, χ) :=
{z ∈ A | x ∈ Y ssz,A,χ} of A. It is clear that IA(x, χ) is contained in IA(x) for any
point x ∈ Y ssA,χ. The following proposition and its corollary make this more precise.
5.7. Proposition. Let x ∈ Y ssz,A be a point. Then x ∈ Y
ss
z,A,χ if and only if
< χ, z >= nA(x, χ).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that z = 0. Let us first consider
the case where x ∈ Y ss0,A − Y
ss
0,A,χ. Then 0 ∈ r(µ(x)) and −χ/m /∈ r(µ(x)) for
all m >> 0. Therefore there exists a 1-ps ǫ of S, such that < δ, ǫ >≥ 0 for all
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characters δ ∈ r(µ(x)) and moreover < χ, ǫ > > 0. This implies that for t ∈ K∗ with
ε < |t| ≤ 1, where 0 < ε < 1, the point ǫ(t) · x is in Y ss0,A. Hence −ν(ǫ(t)) ∈ IA(x).
Since < χ,−ν(ǫ(t)) > = v(χ(ǫ(t))) > 0, we have 0 =< χ, 0 >< nA(x, χ).
Let us now consider the case, where the point x is in Y ss0,A,χ. Let z ∈ IA(x) be the
point s · 0 for some s ∈ S(K). Then s−1 · x ∈ Y ss0,A. Therefore v(δ(s
−1)) ≥ 0 for all
characters δ ∈ r(µ(x)). Since −χ/m ∈ r(µ(x)) for m >> 0, we have v(χ(s−1)) ≤ 0.
Therefore < χ, z >= −v(χ(s)) ≤ 0. In particular 0 =< χ, 0 >= nA(x, χ). This
proves the proposition.
5.8. Corollary.
i) Y ssA,χ = {x ∈ Y
ss
A | nA(x, χ) <∞}.
ii) If x ∈ Y ssA,χ, then IA(x, χ) = {z ∈ IA(x) | < χ, z >= nA(x, χ)}.
iii) Let x ∈ Y ssA,χ. Then IA(x, χ) is convex and non-empty.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of proposition 5.7.
5.9. Definition. For a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G(K) that contains S(K) one defines
FB as FB := {δ ∈ X∗(S) ⊗ R | B ⊆ P (δ)}. The image of FB in A∞ ⊂ B∞ is
the simplex σB ∈ B∞ that is stabilised by the Borel group B. To a character
χ ∈ X (S) we associate a parabolic subgroup Pχ ⊂ G(K). Let Pχ :=< B | ∀(δ ∈
FB) < χ, δ >≥ 0 >. In fact there exists a δ ∈ A∞ ∼= (X∗(S) ⊗ R − {0})/R>0
such that Pχ = P (δ). Indeed, the intersection of the simplices σB ∈ B∞ with
B ⊆ Pχ is non-empty. Let us denote this intersection by τχ. Then τχ ∈ B∞ is the
simplex stabilised by Pχ. Hence for a sufficiently general point δ ∈ τχ one has that
P (δ) = Pχ.
For a simplex σ ∈ B∞ and a point z ∈ B we denote by C(z, σ) the cone in B that
consists of the halflines that start in z and end in σ. Here we say that a halfline
ends in σ, if the corresponding equivalence class of parallel halflines is a point of σ.
5.10. Lemma. Let z ∈ B be a point that is not contained in A and let zA ∈ A be
the point closest to z. Let H ⊂ Pχ ∩PzA be the subset that consists of the elements
g such that g(z) ∈ A. Then the value of < χ, g(z) > does not depend on the element
g ∈ H.
Proof. Since g ∈ Pχ fixes zA, the element g fixes the cone C(zA, τχ). Furthermore,
the cone g(C(z, τχ)) = C(g(z), τχ) is contained in A.
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If g1, g2 ∈ H, then C(gi(z), τχ) ⊂ A and g1g
−1
2 ∈ P
χ ∩ PzA maps C(g2(z), τχ) to
C(g1(z), τχ). There exists an element h ∈ P
χ ∩ PzA , such that hg1g
−1
2 preserves A
and maps C(g2(z), τχ) to C(g1(z), τχ). Hence hg1g
−1
2 ∈ N(S) ∩ P
χ ∩ PzA . Since
the intersection of the Weyl group WK of S with P
χ preserves the character χ, we
have < χ, g1(z) >=< χ, g2(z) >. This proves the lemma.
5.11. Definition. Let z ∈ B be a point that is not contained in A and let
zA ∈ A be the point in A closest to z. Then we put fχ(z) :=< χ, g(z) >, where
g is an element of H. Here H is as in the lemma above. If z ∈ A, then we
put fχ(z) :=< χ, z >. It follows from the lemma above that the function fχ is
well-defined.
We fix a G(K)-invariant distance d(−,−) on the building B. For two apartments
A,A′ ⊂ B we put d(A,A′) := inf {d(z, z′) | z ∈ A, z′ ∈ A′}.
In the following three propositions we study the function fχ and its relation with
Pχ.
5.12. Proposition. Let g ∈ Pχ and let g(A) be a Pχ-apartment. Then fχ(z) =<
χ, g−1(z) > +cg. Here cg is a constant depending on g.
Proof. Let us first consider the case where the intersection A ∩ g(A) is non-empty.
Then there exists an element h ∈ G(K) that stabilises A ∩ g(A) and such that
h(g(A)) = A. Since both A and g(A) are Pχ-apartments, the element h ∈ G(K) is
actually contained in Pχ.
Clearly fχ(z) =< χ, h(z) > for all z ∈ g(A). Furthermore, there exists an
element h′ ∈ N(S)∩Pχ, such that g(A∩ g(A)) = h′(h(A∩ g(A))). Then h′ = w · s
with s ∈ S(K) and w ∈ N(S)∩Pχ stabilises some point in h(A∩ g(A)). Therefore
fχ(z) =< χ, g
−1(z) > − < χ, ν(s) > and the lemma holds in this case.
Let us now assume that A ∩ g(A) = ∅. Let FA ⊂ A consist of the points z ∈ A
such that d(z, g(A)) = d(A, g(A)). Similarly, we denote by Fg(A) the set of points
z ∈ g(A) such that d(A, z) = d(A, g(A)). The sets FA and Fg(A) are both convex.
Moreover, since A ∩ g(A) = ∅, both FA anf Fg(A) do not contain a sector. In
particular, the parabolic subgroup Pχ is not a Borel subgroup.
Let HA ⊂ A be a wall that contains FA. We can choose the wall HA in such a
way that the reflection with respect to HA corresponds to an element of N(S)∩P
χ.
Since Fg(A) is parallel to FA, there exists a wall Hg(A) ⊂ g(A) of the same type as
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HA that contains Fg(A).
Let H+
g(A) and H
−
g(A) be the two halfspaces in g(A) determined by the wall
Hg(A). Then there exists elements h
+ and h− in G(K) that preserve FA and such
that h+(H+
g(A)) ⊂ A and h
−(H−
g(A)) ⊂ A. Since the elements h
+ and h− stabilise
FA, they are contained in P
χ. Then fχ(z) =< χ, h
+(z) > for z ∈ H+
g(A) and
fχ(z) =< χ, h
−(z) > for z ∈ H−
g(A). One can moreover choose the elements h
+ and
h− in such a way that h+(Hg(A)) = h
−(Hg(A)). Since g(Hg(A)) = w(h
−(Hg(A))) =
w(h+(Hg(A))) for some element w ∈ N(S) ∩ P
χ, the proposition follows.
5.13. Remark. On the set of cones C(z, σ), z ∈ B one can define an equivalence
relation. Take C(z1, σ) ∼ C(z2, σ) if and only if the intersection C(z1, σ)∩C(z2, σ)
is non-empty. If a point z3 is in the intersection, then the cone C(z3, σ) is contained
in the intersection. The parabolic group P (σ) acts on the set {C(z, σ) | z ∈ B}. In
fact, {C(z, σ) | z ∈ B}/ ∼ is the affine building of P (σ)/R(P (σ)). Here R(P (σ)) is
the radical of the parabolic subgroup P (σ) ⊂ G(K). This construction is described
in [Ro] Ch. 10 §2 for the case where σ is a codimension one simplex of B∞. The
general case is treated in [La] §2 and §13, where it is used to compactify the building
B.
The following proposition clarifies the relation between fχ and P
χ somewhat.
We omit the proof, since we will not need the result in the sequel. Furthermore,
the proof is in the same vein as that of the previous proposition.
5.14. Proposition. Let g ∈ Pχ. Then
i) There exists a constant cg such that fχ(g(z)) = fχ(z) − cg for all points
z ∈ B.
ii) If g is contained in a Levi subgroup of Pχ, then fχ(g(z)) = fχ(z) for all
z ∈ B.
5.15. Proposition. The subset {z ∈ B | fχ(z) ≥ n} is convex for all n ∈ R.
Proof. Let z1, z2 ∈ B be two points such that fχ(zi) ≥ n for i = 1, 2. To prove the
proposition, it is sufficient to show that for every point z in the shortest path [z1, z2]
in the building that joins the points z1 and z2 one has fχ(z) ≥ n. We assume that
fχ(z1) ≥ fχ(z2) ≥ n.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that z1 is contained in the P
χ-
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apartment A. Let us first assume that C(z1, τχ) ∩ [z1, z2] = {z1}. Then there
exists a sector C ⊂ A that starts in z1, contains the cone C(z1, τχ) and such
that C ∩ [z1, z2] = {z1}. Then there exists an element h ∈ G(K) such that
h(C) = C and such that h([z1, z2]) ⊂ A. Since h stabilises C, the element h
is contained in Pχ. Therefore h−1(A) is a Pχ-apartment that contains the path
[z1, z2]. Using proposition 5.12, it is clear that for every point z ∈ [z1, z2] one has
fχ(z1) ≥ fχ(z) ≥ fχ(z2) ≥ n.
Let us now assume that C(z1, τχ) ∩ [z1, z2] = [z1, z3] for some point z3 6= z1.
Then [z1, z3] is contained in the apartment A, since A is a P
χ-apartment. Moreover,
fχ(z3) > fχ(z1), since z3 ∈ C(z1, τχ). In particular, fχ(z3) ≥ fχ(z) ≥ fχ(z1) ≥ n
for all points z ∈ [z1, z3].
Furthermore, C(z3, τχ) ∩ [z1, z2] = {z3}. Therefore there exists a P
χ-apartment
A′ that contains the path [z3, z2]. Then for z ∈ [z3, z2] one has fχ(z3) ≥ fχ(z) ≥
fχ(z2) ≥ n. So for all points z in the path [z1, z2], we have fχ(z) ≥ n. This proves
the proposition.
5.16. Definition. Let A ⊂ B be a Pχ-apartment. If g1, g2 ∈ P
χ are such that
g1(A) = g2(A), then g1(Y
ss
A,χ) = g2(Y
ss
A,χ). We define Y
ss
χ :=
⋂
g∈Pχ
g(Y ssA,χ) and
Y sχ :=
⋂
g∈Pχ
g(Y sA,χ). Furthermore, we define n(x, χ) := sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ I(x)} for
points x ∈ Y ss.
5.17. Proposition. Y ssχ = {x ∈ Y
ss | n(x, χ) <∞}.
Proof. Let x ∈ Y ss be a point such that x /∈ Y ssχ . We will show that n(x, χ) =∞.
Since x /∈ Y ssχ , there exists a P
χ-apartment A ⊂ B, such that x /∈ Y ssA,χ. In
particular, sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ IA(x)} = ∞. There exist a point z0 ∈ IA(x) and a
1-ps ǫ of the torus S that belongs to A such that the halfline Lǫ := {ǫ(t) · z0 | t ∈
K∗, |t| ≤ 1} is contained in IA(x). The 1-ps ǫ can be choosen in such a way that
sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ Lǫ} =∞.
Since Lǫ ⊆ IA(x), we have < χ
′, ǫ >≤ 0 for all characters χ′ ∈ r(µK(x)). By
proposition 3.17(i), x ∈ Y ssA′ − Y
s
A′ for all P (ǫ)-apartments A
′ ⊂ B.
Let z1 ∈ I(x) be a point. There exists a P (ǫ)-apartment A
′′ that contains z1. Let
g ∈ P (ǫ) be such that A′′ = g(A) (Note that A is also a P (ǫ)-apartment). Let ǫ′ be
the 1-ps g◦ǫ◦g−1 of the torus g ·S ·g−1. Let Lǫ′ be the halfline Lǫ′ := {ǫ
′(t) ·z1 | t ∈
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K∗, |t| ≤ 1}. Then Lǫ′ ⊆ I(x). Moreover, sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ Lǫ′} = ∞. Therefore
n(x, χ) =∞.
To prove the reverse inclusion, we consider a point x ∈ Y ss with n(x, χ) = ∞.
Let zi ∈ I(x), i ∈ N be a sequence of points, such that fχ(zi) −→ ∞ for i −→
∞. Let Ai ⊂ B be an apartment that contains the points z1 and zi. For i > 1
there exists an element hi ∈ Pz1 such that Ai = hi(A1). Since Pz1 is compact, a
subsequence of the sequence hi, i > 1 converges to an element h ∈ Pz1 .
The apartment h(A1) contains infinitely many of the points zi. Therefore one
has: sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ Ih(A1)(x)} =∞. There exists a halflineH ⊆ Ih(A1)(x) ⊆ I(x),
such that sup {fχ(z) | z ∈ H} = ∞. Some halfline H
′ ⊆ H is contained in a Pχ-
apartment A˜. Therefore x /∈ Y ss
A˜,χ
. So x /∈ Y ssχ .
5.18. Definition. Let z ∈ B be a point and let A ⊂ B be a Pχ-apartment that
contains z. Then we define:
Y ssz,χ :=
⋂
g∈Pz∩Pχ
g(Y ssz,A,χ).
Y sz,χ :=
⋂
g∈Pz∩Pχ
g(Y sz,A,χ).
We also define an interval of Pχ-semistability I(x, χ) as follows:
I(x, χ) := {z ∈ B | x ∈ Y ssz,χ}.
5.19. Proposition.
i) Y sz ⊆ Y
s
z,χ ⊆ Y
ss
z,χ ⊆ Y
ss
z and all inclusions are open.
ii) Let x ∈ Y ssz be a point. Then x ∈ Y
ss
z,χ if and only if fχ(z) = n(x, χ).
Proof. Statement (i) is a direct consequence of proposition 5.3 and lemma 5.5. So
let us consider the second statement.
Let x ∈ Y ssz . If fχ(z) = n(x, χ), then x ∈ Y
ss
z,A,χ for all P
χ-apartments A that
contain z. Hence x ∈ Y ssz,χ. This proves one direction of the equivalence.
Let us now assume that fχ(z) < n(x, χ). Then there exists a point z
′ ∈ I(x)
such that fχ(z
′) > fχ(z). Let [z, z
′] be the shortest path joining the points z and
z′. Since I(x) is convex, the path [z, z′] is contained in I(x).
If the path [z, z′] is contained in some Pχ-apartment A, then fχ(z) < nA(x, χ).
In particular, x /∈ Y ssz,A,χ.
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So let us now assume that the path [z, z′] is not contained in any Pχ-apartment
A′. It follows from the proof of proposition 5.15, that C(z, τχ) ∩ [z, z
′] 6= {z}. In
particular, there exists a point z′′ 6= z that is contained in C(z, τχ) ∩ [z, z
′]. Let
A ⊂ B be a Pχ-apartment that contains the point z. Then z′′ ∈ A. Furthermore,
fχ(z
′′) > fχ(z). Therefore fχ(z) < nA(x, χ) and x /∈ Y
ss
z,A,χ.
We have now shown that if x ∈ Y ssz and fχ(z) < n(x, χ), then x /∈ Y
ss
z,A,χ for
some Pχ-apartment A that contains z. Therefore x /∈ Y ssz,χ.
5.20. Theorem. Y ssχ =
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz,χ.
Proof. Let x ∈ Y ssχ be a point. Then n(x, χ) <∞ by proposition 5.17. There exists
a point z ∈ I(x) such that fχ(z) = n(x, χ). Hence x ∈ Y
ss
z,χ. So Y
ss
χ ⊆
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz,χ.
Let us now assume that x ∈ Y ssz,χ for some point z ∈ B. Then x ∈ Y
ss
z ⊂ Y
ss
and z ∈ I(x) is such that fχ(z) = n(x, χ). In particular, n(x, χ) <∞ and x ∈ Y
ss
χ .
Hence
⋃
z∈B
Y ssz,χ ⊆ Y
ss
χ . This proves the theorem.
5.21. Proposition. Let x ∈ Y ssχ be a point. Then:
i) I(x, χ) = {z ∈ I(x) | fχ(z) = n(x, χ)}.
ii) I(x, χ) is convex and non-empty.
Proof. The first statement of the proposition is a direct consequence of propostion
5.19(ii). So let us consider statement (ii).
Using theorem 5.20, one shows that I(x, χ) is non-empty for x ∈ Y ssχ . By
proposition 5.19, I(x, χ) is the intersection of I(x) and the set Fχ(x) := {z ∈
B | fχ(z) ≥ n(x, χ)}. Since I(x) is convex by theorem 3.14(iii) and Fχ(x) is convex
by proposition 5.15, the intersection I(x, χ) is convex.
5.22. Proposition. There exist characters χ ∈ X (S) such that Y sχ = Y
ss
χ .
Proof. Let x ∈ Y ss be a point. Let χ ∈ X (S) be a character. By proposition 2.7,
the interval of S-semistability IA(x) is bounded by hyperplanes parallel to walls.
Therefore, if the character χ is not contained in a hyperplane in X (S)⊗ R that is
spanned by roots, then IA(x, χ) consists of a single point for x ∈ Y
ss
A,χ. In particular,
Y sA,χ = Y
ss
A,χ. Then also Y
s
χ = Y
ss
χ .
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5.23. Theorem. Let χ ∈ X (S) be a character such that Y sχ = Y
ss
χ . Then there
exists a formal scheme Yχ over spf(K
◦) that has the following properties:
i) The generic fibre Yχ ⊗K◦ K of Yχ is Y
s
χ .
ii) The closed fibre Yχ ⊗K◦ K of Yχ consists of proper components that are in
1-1 correspondance with the vertices of the building B of G(K).
iii) The parabolic subgroup Pχ ⊂ G(K) acts on Yχ.
Proof. We prove the theorem by constructing an admissable and pure affinoid cov-
ering of Y sχ that is P
χ-invariant and that is such that the reduction has property
(ii) of the theorem. We will follow [PV] sections 3.3-3.6 closely.
First we describe a pure affinoid covering of Y sA,χ for a P
χ-apartment A ⊂ B.
For a simplex σ ∈ A we take Yσ,A,χ :=
⋃
z∈σ
Y sz,A,χ. Then Y
s
A,χ =
⋃
σ∈A
Yσ,A,χ.
Furthermore, Yσ1,A,χ ∩ Yσ2,A,χ is non-empty if and only if σ1 ∩ σ2 6= ∅. If the
intersection is non-empty, then the intersection equals Yσ1∩σ2,A,χ.
As in [PV] section 3.4, one shows that one can refine this covering of Y sA,χ into
a pure affinoid covering of Y sA,χ in such a way that the reduction consists of proper
components that are in a 1-1 correspondance with the vertices of the apartment
A. The components of the reduction of Yσ,A,χ correspond to the vertices that are
contained in the simplex σ.
The next step in the proof is to use the spaces Yσ,A,χ to construct a pure affinoid
covering of Y sχ that has the desired properties. To a simplex σ ∈ B we associate the
subspace Yσ,χ :=
⋃
z∈σ
Y sz,χ of Y
s
χ . Let A ⊂ B be a P
χ-apartment that contains σ.
Then Yσ,χ =
⋂
g∈Pσ∩Pχ
g(Yσ,A,χ)−
⋃
τ⊂σ
(
⋂
g∈Pσ∩Pχ
g(Yτ,A,χ)−
⋂
g∈Pτ∩Pχ
g(Yτ,A,χ)). Here
the τ ⊂ σ are simplices that are contained in σ.
Then Yσ,χ ⊂ Yσ,A,χ is an open subset. The covering Yσ,χ, for simplices σ ∈ B
can be refined into a pure affinoid covering of Y sχ such that the components of the
reduction correspond 1-1 to the vertices of the building. Moreover, the affinoid
covering can be taken to be Pχ-invariant.
To prove that the components of the reduction are proper, one proceeds as in
[PV] section 3.6(g). One uses the fact that Y sχ =
⋃
σ∈B
Yσ,χ equals X ⊗L◦ K minus
a compact family of Zariski-closed subsets. From this it follows, that there exist
admissable affinoid coverings {Fi} and {Hi} of Y
s
χ , such that Fi ⊂⊂ Hi for all i.
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Then the properness of the components of the reduction follows from [Lu¨].
5.24. Remark. If χ ∈ X (S) is a character such that Y sχ 6= Y
ss
χ , then the construc-
tion in the proof of the theorem above still gives a formal scheme Yχ. The generic
fibre of the formal scheme Yχ is
⋃
z∈B
Y sz,χ. So the generic fibre consists of the points
x ∈ Y sχ such that I(x, χ) consists of a single point. The closed fibre still consists of
components that are in 1-1 correspondance with the vertices of the affine building
B. These components are not proper anymore.
If Y s 6= Y ss, then the construction in [PV] section 3.6 still gives a formal scheme
Y . Its generic fibre is
⋃
z∈B
Y sz . Therefore the generic fibre consists of the points
x ∈ Y s for which I(x) consists of a single point. The closed fibre again consists of
components that are in 1-1 correspondance to the vertices of the building B. These
components are not proper, if Y s 6= Y ss.
The formal scheme Y is an open subscheme of the formal scheme Yχ for all
characters χ ∈ X (S). This justifies calling Y sχ a compactification of Y , if χ ∈ X (S)
is such that Y sχ = Y
ss
χ .
It is tempting to compare theorem 5.23 with the real case. In particular, in
the case of the Satake and Baily-Borel compactifications of quotients of hermitian
symmetric spaces by arithmetic subgroups, one adds for each parabolic subgroup
of G(Q) a boundary component to the hermitian symmetric space. In our situation
it is not clear wether one can somehow glue the spaces g(Y sχ ), g ∈ G(K) together
in some satisfactory way. However, for any character χ ∈ X (S) the following two
statements hold:
i) Y s =
⋂
g∈G(K)
g(Y sχ ) =
⋂
g∈G(K)
g(Y ssχ ).
ii) If S⊗K◦L
◦ acts without fixed points onXss(S,L), then Y ss =
⋃
g∈G(K)
g(Y ssχ ).
It is quite likely, that Y ss =
⋃
g∈G(K)
g(Y ssχ ) remains true if X
ss(S,L) does contain
fixed points for the action of S ⊗K◦ L
◦.
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